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I. Introduction. Oberst [7],Laudal [4], Watts [10], and Andre [1] have 
shown that derived functors of colimit define a homology theory for Cat, the cate
gory of small categories. In this note, we outline a proof of uniqueness for such a 
homology theory, making extensive use of a Kan-type construction (see e.g. Lem
ma A) and of uniqueness for homology in SA°P , the category of simplicial sets [2]. 

II. Preliminaries. The following Kan-type construction is used in several 

contexts. 

LEMMA A. Let Cbea cocomplete category, C a small category, and 9 : 
C —• C a functor. Then there exists an adjoint pair: the singular functor Sd : C 
—• S c o p defined by Se(A) = C(0_, A), for A G ICI, and its left adjoint 0: S c ° p 

Let A be the small category whose objects are the finite ordinals [k] = {0 < 
1 < 2 < . . . < £}and whose morphisms are order preserving functions fx: [k] —> 

[m]. By considering the full inclusion functor t: A —• Cat, in the context of Lem
ma A, nerve,N: Cat —• S A ° P , is the singular adjoint of categorical realization c: 

S A ° P —• Cat and cN= idCat [3, p. 33]. Thus the standard representable ^-dimen
sional simplicial set A[k] is actually N([k] ) = A(—, [k] ). 

Similarly, the functor r: A —• Cat defined as the comma category, r[k] = 
A I [k], gives rise to another pair of adjoint functors S: Cat —• 5 A ° P anci p.* 
SA°P —> Cat. Let I G |SA°PI, then TXis the small category whose objects are 
Uk>0Xk,md whose morphisms are triples <y, ji, x) where x EXm is the codo-
main, fi: [k] —* [m] in A is the morphism, and y =XQi)x in Xk is the domain. 

The natural transformation "last", r\: r - ^ c, is given by r)k(a\ [p] —> [k] ) 
= a(p) G [k]. By adjoint functor theory and by the theory of coends, T? induces 
natural transformations r?1 : N -*+ S, r?2 : F -=-• ct T?3 : TN - ^ cNx = idCat, and 
r,*: NT ^idsAOp. 
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The Milnor geometric realization functor | |: SA°P —• Top [5] , Top the 
category of CW complexes, can also be viewed as another example of the "Lem
ma A" situation. If Ö: A —• Top is given by #([£]) = Ak, the standard ^-di
mensional affine simplex in Rk+ *, then | |: SA°P —* Top is the left adjoint of the 
singular complex functor Se : Top —• S A ° P . Let B = \NJ' Cat —-> Top denote 
the Segal classifying space functor [9]. Then for each small category C, BC is 
the CW complex whose fc-cells are in one-to-one correspondence with nondegen-
erate fc-simplicies of WC. 

Ill. Definition of homology and existence. A subcategory C' of C is ini-

ftfl/inCifallmorphismsm:p—•ginCwith codomain in C' are in C'. A pair of 
small categories (C, C') is said to be admissible if C' is an initial subcategory of C. 
The category of all admissible pairs and obvious morphisms is also denoted by 
Cat. 

A homology theory for Cat is a pair <h, 9>, where h: Cat —• Abz is a func
tor from the category of admissible pairs to graded abelian groups and d*: h* 

—* h*-1 is a natural transformation of degree — 1, satisfying the standard Eilen-
berg-Steenrod-Milnor axioms [6] : dimension, exactness, excision, homotopy 
and strong additivity. We state the last three below. 

EXCISION AXIOM. Let C be any small category with initial subcategories 
Cx and C2. Then the inclusions induce ft*(C2, Cx O C2) = h+(C1

 u C2, Cx), 

where Cx n C2 and Cx U C2 are subcategories of C making the following 
square bicartesian in Cat: 

C2 - C j U C , . 

HOMOTOPY AXIOM. If F: C —•* D is a weak homotopy equivalence, i.e. 
if BF: BC —• BD is a homotopy equivalence in Top, then h*F: h*C —• h*D is 
an isomorphism. 

STRONG ADDITIVITY (MILNOR) AXIOM. Let {(Ca, C
r
a)\otG A} be a col

lection of admissible pairs in Cat. Then the inclusions induce 

a
 v a' or * y a <* a <*/ 

We assume that the coefficient group A E Ab is fixed. More general coef
ficient systems will be discussed in the longer exposition. 

Define ACQf(A): C —* Ab by 
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\A ifpéic'i, 
Ac,C^4)p Jo otherwise 

on objects and in the obvious fashion on morphisms. 

REMARK. C' initial in C guarantees that Ac C,(A) is a functor. Other 
pairs, e.g., C' terminal in C or C' an "interval" in C would also satisfy this con
dition. 

THEOREM 1. <H, 3> is a homology theory for Cat, where 

/ a C C ' ) ^ * coHm(AC)C,G4)), 

L* colim:c Abc —• Ab being the left derived functors of colimc: Abc —• Ab. 

PROOF. See [7] and [4]. 

Using the canonical coflabby resolution of Ac C,(A) ([10] , [4] , [7] ) we 
see that the complexes used to calculate the homology yield the following: 

COROLLARY. Let (H, 3> be the unique homology in SA°P [2], i.e. sing
ular homology. Then 

N A Op 

Cat >SA 

^t^AuZ SH* 

commutes up to isomorphism. 

IV. Uniqueness. The proof of our uniqueness theorem rests on the fol
lowing two lemmas both of which are used in applying the homotopy axiom. 

LEMMA B. The natural transformation r?4: NT -*-• id AOp induces a nat
ural homotopy equivalence |T?^|: \NTX\—>\X\ in Top,/or every simplical set X. 

LEMMA C. The natural transformation T?3: IW -*-• idCat is a weak homo
topy equivalence in Cat, i.e. rj3: IWC —• C is a weak homotopy equivalence for 
each small category C. 

THEOREM 2. If <h, 3> is a homology theory for Cat, then 

, A ° P
 r 

S A ' >Cat 

^ * ^ A b z * 

commutes up to isomorphism. 
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The proof consists of showing that h^T: SA°P —• Abz satisfies the stand
ard axioms for homology theory in SA°P . Hence, by uniqueness of such a theory 
[2], the diagram commutes. Some of the special properties of T: SA°P —+ Cat 
used in the proof are that T commutes with puUbacks, r(A[fc]) is contractible, 
and (TX, TX') = T(X, X') is an admissible pair. Lemma B is needed in proving 
the homotopy axiom. 

THEOREM 3 (UNIQUENESS). If <h, 3> M a homology theory for Cat then 

hm(C, C') a H+(C9 C) . 

PROOF. h#(C, C') = hJTNC, TNC') by the homotopy axiom used in con

junction with Lemma C. ByTheorem2,/2*(r7VC,r7VC')a^(7VC,A^C'). Butthe 

Corollary guarantees that H+(NC9 NC') s #*(C, Cf). Q.E.D. 
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